STUDENT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES: 12/16/2016

Internal Opportunities:

W&M Green Fee Fund, deadlines: March 22; http://www.wm.edu/sites/sustainability/committeeonsustainability/greenfee/index.php:
The Green Fee is intended solely for purposes that advance W&M’s interests in sustainability relating to its general operations and the university’s tri-partite missions of teaching, research and public service. Proposals are accepted from all students, faculty and staff.

External Opportunities:

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) Program: SURF operating on the Boulder, Colorado campus (SURF Boulder) and the Gaithersburg, Maryland campus (SURF Gaithersburg), NIST, deadlines: CWM internal 2/1/17; NIST 2/15/17; http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=290557:
*one institutional application is submitted – if you are interested in applying, please contact Liz Montalvo, OSP, eamont@wm.edu, 1-3901, as soon as possible.


Fellowships for graduate students and law students, Property and Environment Research Center (PERC), deadline: 4/1/17; http://www.perc.org/fellowships/graduate-fellows.

Ahmanson Research Fellowship, Center for Medieval & Renaissance Studies, UCLA, deadline: 3/1/17; http://cmrs.ucla.edu/awards-fellowships/ahmanson/.

Summer Institute in Museum Anthropology, Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, deadline: 3/1/17; http://anthropology.si.edu/summerinstitute/.


SEG Scholarships, Society of Exploration Geophysicists, submission window: October 1 to March 1; http://seg.org/Scholarships.

2017-18 PhD candidates completing dissertations, The Jacob Rader Marcus Center of the American Jewish Archives, deadline: 2/19/17; http://americanjewisharchives.org/programs/fellowship.php.


2017 Mark B. Bain Graduate Fellowship, Hudson River Foundation, deadline: 3/13/17; http://www.hudsonriver.org/?x=graduate_fellow.


Scholarship Award in the Classical Studies and Humanities, The Lemmermann Foundation, deadline: 3/15/17; http://www.nexus.it/lemmermann/.